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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION
l.l

Background

In the Auckland Fishery Management Area (FMAI there is an especially

high level of recreational fishing and interaction between the

recreational and conunercial fishing sectors. However, there is very
little quantitative information regarding the recreational fishery on
which fisheries managers can make decisions. Accordingly, it was
decided to conduct a recreational fishing survey with the primary
objective to develop a comprehensive database characterisin.g the
recreational fishery in the Auckland FMA.

Field based interviews with recreational fishers at boat ramps were
used as the basic technique to ensure that the data were accurate and
reliable. In order to characterise the recreational fishery, the survey
design was especially structured to obtain recreational Catch Per Unit
Effort ICPUEJ data by target species, method and location. As the first
survey of this type in the northern region, a secondary objective was to
use the survey as a pilot study to develop the most cost-effective design
and interview procedures for future surveys.
The purpose of this report is to precisely document the procedures that
were employed in making the interviews. The instruction booklet that
was given to the interviewers was very similar in content and format to
this report. The report is structured around the three interview data
recording forms that were used during the survey. Part two explains
the form to record the environmental and location details. Part three
describes the variables recorded about fishing effort eg. methods used.
Part four concerns the form used to record catch details by species and
fish length. Part five notes some general considerations to assist the
interviewers. Part six recornmends changes to the design and structure
of the questionnaire forms for future surveys based on the experience
gained from this survey.

This report is the first of three reports on the 1990/91 recreational
fishing survey that are part of MAF Fisheries North's internal report
series. The second report contains the raw data for the fishing effort
and catch by species for each of the northern sub-regions. The third
report contains the data analyses on catch composition and CPUE"

L.2

Sunrey Methods and Seope

The general format for conducting the interviews was for the

interviewers to meet the fishers at the completion of their fishing trip at
the boat ramp. Interviewers were given precise instructions on how to
introduce themselves to explain the survey objectives to the fishers
(Appendix lJ. The interviewers were encouraged to emphasise that the
survey was being done for research purposes. The interviews were
conducted on a voluntary participation basis, such that fishers could
decline to be interviewed.
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The interviews involved a series of questions concerning the following
variables: target species, method used, area fished, time spent fishing
and fishing experience; most fish were measured and weather/sea
conditions recorded. Only finfish species caught using hook and line
fishing methods were recorded by the interviewers. The interviewers
did not ask questions or record data for: [i) shellfish eg. scallops, rock
lobster, paua; and tii) netting and diving [(SCUBA) and snorkelJ
methods.

The f99O/91 survey was conducted in two phases due to logistic
constraints. The first phase [termed the pilot surveyJ was primarily
from Boxing Day l99O to late January 1991, while the secbnd phase
(termed the main survey) was mainly from late February l99l through
until early June 1991. As will be explained in later sections, the survey
questionnaire forms changed slightly between the first and second
phases.

Although the basis of this survey was for research purposes, it was
recognised that interviewers would inevitably be approached by fishers
concerned about illegal fishing (recreational or commercial) or
trawlers/set netters possibly fishing illegally. The information
contained in Appendix 2 provides an indication of how the interviewers
were expected to handle these situations.

l990/9f
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EITVTRONMENTAL

DATA

All location/environmental details were recorded on a standard form
[Figure

2.1

1).

Group Number

The group number was used for relating the location/environmental
details file to the fisher [Part 3) and catch (Part 4) detail files in the
database. The group number was constructed as follows.

Location code
Period of the day

code

Date
Example

eg. Takapuna = TA (see Appendix 3
details)
Record N, M, A, E [see Section 2.7
details)
e9.27L29O, 010291

for

code

for

code

TAI'/127L29O

2.2 Interviewerlnitials
Christian and surname initials were recorded.

2.3 Interview Location
The code for the particular interview location was recorded eg.
Westhaven

2.4

= WE.

The location codes are provided in Appendix 3.

Date
The format 19/2/91 was used.

2.5

Period of the Year/Day T5pe
The appropriate box for these questions was ticked. Note that public
holidays were classified as weekend days.

2.6

Number of Tlailers

The number of trailers in the carpark [or near the ramp) at the
beginning and at the end of the interview period was recorded . This
information was not requested during the pilot survey.
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Length of Interview Period
To ensure an adequate coverage throughout the day, interview sessions
were mainly done during these times. The period of the day codes (N,
M, A, E) were used in the group number (Section 2.1).

Main

Morning
Mid-day
Afternoon
Evening
2.A

N

M
A
E

Survey

07:O0-10:OO
1O:00-14:0O
14:00-18:0O
18:00-21:OO

Pilot survey

08:30-12:30
12:30-17:OO
17:OO-21:O0

Swell Height/Sea Conditions
Conditions pertaining to the open coast were recorded. This is because

for most of the harbours (eg. Kawhia, Tauranga, Whangarei) the

conditions would generally be fishable. The exception to this rule was
the Manukau and Kaipara Harbours, for which the conditions in the
actual harbour were recorded.

Swell height was recorded in the space provided. The appropriate box
for sea conditions was ticked.

2.9

Rain/Wind Speed/Wind Direction

The situation relating to the conditions prevailing for most of the
interview period was assessed and the appropriate boxes ticked.

The interviewers did not sample when it was likely that most of the
interview period would have medium or hearryr continuous rain.

2.lo Tidat State
The box relating to the tidal state which was appropriate for most of ttre
interview period was ticked.

Examples

I
2

2.ll

HT
11.00
13.00

LT
1

7 30

I I 30

Intenriew period
10.00 - 14.00
14.OO

out

- l8.OO

Tick box
High tide
Going

Moon Phase
Moon phase tables were consulted with the moon phase preceding the
date in question being selected.
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PARTTHREE: FISHING EFFORT DATA
Questions 1-16 were generally the same for all fishers in the boat.
Questions 17-19 were put to each fisher. The replies were recorded on
standard forms fFigures 2 - 4). The equipment needed by each
interviewer is listed in Appendix 4.

3.1

Boat Number
A number was assigned to each boat [beginning at lJ returning to the
ramp for each particular interview session. This information is
important as it can be used to assess which ramps are most frequently
used.

When the ramps became busy

it was difficult for the interviewers

to

track which boat was which. Accordingly, the interviewers were
instructed that it was better to miss a boat or two and make sure that
the data were accurately recorded and legible, rather than attempt to
intercept every boat. After interviewing the fishers in a boat, the
interviewers frequently spent a few minutes to ensure that the data
were recorded correctty.

For most boats, the fisher and catch details were generally recorded
together on the one page. For boats with exceptionally large catches, it
was necessary to use the full page catch details data sheet fFigure 3).
Two data lines were usually missed before and after each interview
group, and a wavy line (see examples in Appendix 5) was frequently put
between each interview group.

Note that a boat number was not assigned for land-based fishers.

3.2

Outcome
The outcome of each boat crossing the ramp was coded.
I
R

Fishers were interviewed.

Fishers refused
rarely).

N

o

to be interviewed [this happened very

Boat not intercepted or land-based fisher not able to be
interviewed.
Other activities eg. water skiing.

If there were too many boats to easily handle at busy times, then the
boat that had most recently arrived at the ramp was selected, thus
allowing the interviewer the maximum amount of time to conduct the
interview.

3.3

Time
The time at the start of the interview was recorded to the nearest 5
minutes. For boats not intercepted, the approximate time (to the

f
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nearest 5 minutes) that the boat returned to the ramp was recorded.
For all time data:

I

A semi-colon or full stop between the hours and minutes was

2

Two numbers for minutes [eg. 4:3O correct, 4:3 or 4:5 incorrect]

used.

3

3.4

were recorded.
24hor;rr format [eg.22:15J was used.

Fisher Number
How mana people toerefishing inthe boattodag?
A number was assigned to each person fishing from the boat.

Note that for land-based fishers, a different procedure was used, with a
number (beginning at I and continuing on) being assigned as each
fisher was interviewed ie. fisher 1, fisher 2, fisher 3, etc [see examples
in Appendix 5).

3.5

Target Species
The question was stated exactly like this: "Were gou fishirtg Jor ang
p

articutar species

oJ

rtsh

to

dag ? "

Capital letters {printingJ were used for all species codes. The species
codes are listed in Appendix 6. Data for target species that were fished
for less than 15 minutes were not recorded.

Frequently the fishers did not understand this question. Fishers
typically provided a number of ambiguous replies for which it was
necessary to ask additional questions.

If the fishers replied

ttan

was tried by asking the
,a
question "Was it gurnard
was used as the prompt because
very few people actually target fish for gurnard. If the answer was still
anything or DO, then the species code was recorded as GEN [ie.
General).

If a number of species were all mentioned in quick succession, then the
species that was mentioned first was recorded as the target.

If the answer was simply "fish" [ie. no species given), the interviewers
prompted by giving an example eg. "was it gurnard?". If the answer was
still "fish", then the species code was recorded as GEN.
If there definitely was more than one target species, then for the fisher
concerned, each target species was recorded on a separate line. An rrA'
was recorded after the fisher's number on line l, and a "B" after the
fisher's number on line 2.

This situation frequently occurred when a fisher used bait or jigs for
snapper, and then tried casting or using a popper for kahawai (see
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examples in Appendix 5).

Thus, the data for the kahawai targeting was recorded separately. Note
that in this situation, it was necessary to ask the experience questions
[sections 3.17 and 3.18J twice to determine how many years/days had
been spent fishing for snapper, separate to the times spent fishing for
kahawai; see Appendix 5 for examples.

3.6

Fishing Method
The question was stated exactly like this: "Wllet was the mninfishtng
method gou used todag?"

Capital letters were used for all method codes (see below). Data were

not recorded for a fishing method that was used for less than

15

minutes.

Frequently the fishers did not understand this question and would
reply "rod and reel". When this happened, it was necessary to use a
prompt, for example by asking the question: "Was it trolling or jig
fishing with a rod and reel?"

Trolling was usually used as one of the prompts because in many
instances, although most of the time was spent bait fishing, fishers
often forgot that they had done an hour's trolling fusually for kahawai).

l.

Common boat fishing methods

BA
JI
TJ
TL
TB
LB
2

Baitfishing
Jigging
Baitfishing and jigging
Trolling with lure
Trolling with a bait ffish - live or deadJ
Trolled with a lure and bait

Methods mainly used by e:rpert fishers targeting kingfish or
kahawai with light tackle.

BL Balloon fishing fusually for kingfish)
FL Fly casting
SP Spinning
PO Poppers
AA If two or more of these methods [balloon, fly, spinning,
poppersJ were used together

3.

Surfeasting/Land-based fishing
SR
SS
RS

WH

With a bait off the rocks
With a bait from a sandy beach
From both the rocks and a beach
Wharf or jetty fishing

f
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Multi-hook lines

LL
KO
KI
DR

Long-lines
Kon tiki
Kite fishing (long-line)
Drop/dahn line

Notes:

1.
2.
3.

3.7

For tr-olling methods, the fishing effort data was recorded against
each fisher.
Baitfishing included live baits, or using a bait on a floating line.
Some experienced fishers often use a boat to go ashore at a
remote headland to go surfcasting off the rocks.

Number of Lines/Rods
For each fisher, the question was asked: "How manA
-fishirW rods did" gou useJorfishing todag?"

hildlines and/or

It was important to explicitly ask "hand lines and/or fishing rods ...."

3.8

Number of Hooks

This information was only recorded for multi-hook lines and was not
requested during the pilot survey.

3.9

Burley
"Didgouuse anA burteg or groundbait to catchgourftshtodag?"

boat.

The answer (Yes IYJ or No [N)) was recorded for all the fishers in the

3.lO Fishfinder
"Did gou use afislfinder to catch gourfish todag?"

The answer (Yes [Y) or No (NJJ was recorded for all the fishers in the
boat. This information was not requested during the pilot survey.

f
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Fishing Location
"In which drea was most oJ yourfishing done?"

Appendil 7 provides maps defining each fishing location and Appendix
8 lists the fishing location codes. Capital letters were used for all
location codes. Data were not recorded for a fishing location that was
fished for less than 15 minutes.

If fishing alternated between two or more distinct areas [eg. Kawau

Island, Whangaparaoa Peninsulal and it was too complicated tb unravel
the fishing,pattern, then GEN [GeneraU was recorded as the fishing
location code.

3.12 Lines in Water
"At what time did gou put gourfishing lines tn the water and start tofish
todag?"

It was stressed to the interviewers that it was important to specify "in
the water" so that the fishers did not get confused and give the time
that they left their house or the boat ramp.

For boats that were fishing for two to three days or that had been
fishing throughout the night, only the fishing effort and catch data that
were relevant to the day of the interview were recorded.
Time was recorded to the nearest quarter of an hour. If the reply to the
question had been a range of numbers, for example "7:OO to 8:00", then
the answer was recorded as bein.g 7:30.

3.13 AII the Same
"Were gou

allfshingJor approximatelg the sarrLe amount oJtime todag?"

In general, most people in small runabouts are fishing, and fish the
same length of time as each other.

3.14 Finished Fishing
"At what time did goufinishfishing todag?"

Finished fishing meant pulling the lines out of the water. Time was
recorded to the nearest quarter of an hour.

In most situations for land-based fishers, the finished fishing time
equates to the time that the interview was conducted. However, there
were some situations where the fisher had finished fishing and
therefore the finished fishing time could be recorded.
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For example, if the fisher had used a kon-tiki or kite line which was set
at 8:OO and brought in at 9:OO fwith the fisher in the process of
resetting the line when interviewed], then the finish time (9lo0J would
be recorded [see the example in Appendix 5).

3.f

5

Not Fishing Time
This question[s) was asked in the following ways
"In behteen the tlmes gou started and finished fi.shing, did you puLI up
the anchor andmoue to another LocatiorP"
"Were there times when Aou maA not haue beenfishing todag? eg. water
skiing, gone ashoreJor ltttch."

"About how much time was spent trauelling in the boat behteen locations
ie, how long were gounotfishing?"

Generally, O.15 minutes was recorded if a boat moved once between
locations, O.3O minutes if a boat moved twice between locations.

3.16 Hours Fished
Hours fished was calculated in the following manner.
"Finished fishing" "Lines in
fished"

l5:3O -

6:15 hrs

water"

8:3O

= 7:0O

"Not fishing

hrs -

O:45

time" "Hrs

hrs

=

Interviewers were instructed to only do the calculations during the
interview if they were straightforward. Generally, the calculations were
done when the interviewers had some spare time when there were no
boats on the ramp.
For the land-based fishers, generally the finished finishing time equated
to the time that the fisher was interviewed.

3.17 Years Fished
"RoughLg / approximatelg, how mang Aears haue gou been fishing Jor
....(Target species and methods stated)?

This question was repeated if a fisher fished for more than one target
species/method.
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3.18 Days/Year
"On auerage / roughly / approximately, ouer this entire period that you
haue beenfishing, lww ffLdna dags wouLd Aou go fishing each gear Jor
....[Target species and methods stated)?"
This was the most dfficult and time consuming question for a fisher to
answer. Usually it was necessary to prompt the fisher by asking "is it 5
times, 5O times or lOO times a year?".

This question was repeated if a fisher fished for more than one target
species/method.

3.19 Returns, Fillets, Bait
Questions were framed in the following ways
"Did goufiIlet ang fi.sh gou caught todag?"
"Did gou use ang fi.sll. that Aou caught todag Jor bait?"
"Did gou throwback ang bU rtsh that were bigger than 25cm or lO inches
todag?"
etc

The answer [Y or N) was recorded in the column headed Returns, bait,

In the catch details section at the bottom of the page, the appropriate
boat number, fisher number and species codes was recorded [this is
explained further in Part Four); it is important to study the examples
provided in Appendix 5.
F was recorded for fish that were caught and filleted and not able to be
measured.
B was recorded for fish that were caught and used for bait.
L was recorded for fish that were larger than 25crn or 1O inches and
were returned to the water.
Note that for fish that were used for bait, that if the frame of the fish
was able to be measured, then the fish's length should be recorded [as
explained in Part Four) rather than recording the fish as BAIT [B).
Note that large species such as kingfish, kahawai, and rig that do not
have a minimum size limit, were considered to have an arbitrary 25crn
or 1O inch minimum size limit.

During the pilot study and the first 4 weeks of the second phase, the
interviewers also recorded the number of undersize fish that had been
caught and returned to the water; these fish were recorded as "(J".
However it was found that this could involve a considerable amount of
time determining how many undersize fish were thrown back.
Therefore, to speed up the interviews, it was decided not to ask the
question about undersize fish.
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PARTFOUR: CATCHDATA
4.1

Catch Details
The following questions were asked.
"MaA I ptease irspect AoLrr catch so that I can ffLeasure eachfish?"

"As best Aou can remember, can gou please diuide this catch up amongst
each oJ gou wlu caught thefish?"

The species code fAppendix 6) and length (cm) were recorded against
the appropriate fisher. Section 3.19 provides an explanation of how fish
were coded that were used as bait, filleted or were of legal size and
returned to the sea.

If more than 10 fish were caught in the boat, it was very ffiicult (if the
fishers could not remember) for the interviewers to link each fish with
the actual person who caught the fish. In these situations, €u:r even
arbitrary division of the fish was made between the fishers.
One of the fishers was usually asked to measure the fish while the
interviewer recorded, so that the interviewers hands did not get messy.

4.2

Fish Measurements
The interviewers were encouraged to measure all fish fiegal or sub-legal)
that had been caught. However, in a few rare situations generally
because the fishers were in a hurry or had caught an especially large
number of fish, it was not possible to measure all the fish. In these
situations, "N" was recorded in the length column. In addition, fish
that had been headed were recorded as N in the length column.

Most species [eg. snapper) were measured to the fork lenqth (v in the
taiu. For other species like John dory and all the eel species that do not
have a v in the tail, tail length (ie. measure to the end of the tai! was
used. For sting/eagle rays, the pelvic length was used, which is the
distance from the tip of the nose to the start of the tail ie. the pelvis.
For groups that had caught large numbers of fish, the full page catch
details sheet {Figure 3) was used.

4.3

Thank You
It was important to thank the fishers for the interview.
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PART FIVE: NOTES
The following notes were included

interviewers.
5.

f

in the instruction

booklet for the

Time Data

in tle

a semi-colon or full stop
between the hours and minutes.
Record two numbers for minutes (e.g. 4:30 Correct, 4:3 or 4:5
incorrectl.
Record in 24 hour format (e.g. 22:15).
For replies to questions where a r€u1ge of numbers are given, for
example "7:OO to 8:OO", then select the middle number in the
range and simply record the answer as being 7:3O.
Record

5.2

proper format using

Boat Interception
Ttry to intercept the boat
ramp.

virtually as soon as

it comes into the

You should be able to ask most of the questions to the person left
holding the boat, while the driver goes to get the car.
Measure the fish at the top of the ramp while the fishers are tying
down the boat.

After interviewing the fishers in a boat, lou may need to spend a
few minutes to ensure that your data is entered correctly - keep
€m eye out for other boats coming in.
Miss two lines before and after each interview group, and put a
wavy line (see Appendix 6).
Use arrow downs as in the examples fAppendix 6) to fill up the
empty spaces; do not use dittos ("J as these can be confused for
an eleven.

5.3

Data Recording

It is fundamental that you record data legibly and accurately;

remember you will not be entering the data into the computer somebody who is totally unfamiliar with your writing will have
this onerous task.

Ensure that data is recorded in the appropriate box - the boxes
are small.

Miss a line between boat parties that are interviewed.
Preferably use a blue pen for the data recording to assist the data
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entry operator.

5.4

Inclement Weather
Do not sample on days when the weather is obviously so bad that
very few people would be fishing, e.g. a storm, or medium to
heavy continuous rain.

b.b

Complicated Fishing Pattern s / E;ffott /Methods

-

5.6

Note as much of the details of the non-conforming fisher[s) and
attempt to resolve the problem at a later date with the survey coordinator.

New Codes

-

If you have to develop a new code, please inform the survey

co-

ordina tors to ensure the new code is not the same as €ul existing

code.

5.7

Confusing Fish Species Names
Recreational fishers have a tendency to refer to the following
reasonably common species as "yellowtail":
kingfish
KIN fspecies code)
(=horse)
mackerel
JMA
iack

-

koheru

KOH

Consult the line drawings provided, so that you c€ut accurately
identify these three species and use the appropriate species code
for data recording.
Blue mackerel = English mackerel = slimy mackerel

EMA

Grandfather hapuku = sco{pionfish

RRC

f
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SURVEY

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the experience gained during the course of the 1990/91
survey, it is possible to make a number of recommendations to improve
the design and structure of the questionnaire forms for future surveys
(Figure 5J. The main reason for these changes is that a considerable
amount of time was spent checking the database for errors prior to
analysing the data. More specifically, changes would be made to
decrease the likelihood of data recording errors made by the
interviewers and to improve the ability to computer check the database
for errors.

6.1

A/B problem

The main problem concerned what became known as the "A/B

problem" which related to how the questionnaire differentiated between
a fisher who had more than one target species artd/or fishing method
and/or coded fishing localities. Appendix 5 [page 1) provides an
example of ttris sort of situation, with two fishers initially doing some
trolling for kingfish and then some bait fishing for snapper. The fishing
effort and catch for each fisher was differentiated by recording the

details separately using the A/B notation ie. fisher 1A and 2A for
trolling and lB and 28 for bait fishing. The data were input into a
relational database under three categories or data files - the
location/environmental data file, the fishing effort file and the catch
data file.

The A/B notation created problems because the interviewers would
frequently forget to use the A/B format in the bottom section of the
form dealing with the catch data. The effect of this was €u1 imperfect
link when the fishing effort data file was joined with the catch data file,
such that the A/B fish were not accounted for if the A/B convention
had not been correcfly used for data recording. This is what happened
the first time the files were linked. It was known from the catch data
files that 53,272 fish were caught during the survey, but when the
effort and catch files were initially joined only around 49,O0O fish were
accounted for. To rectiff this problem involved a very time consuming
manual check of the database.

The problem seems to have been that during the course of an interview
the interviewer might forget to use the A/B convention in the catch data
section of the form because there was not a specific prompt on the
forms for the interviewers. Accordingly, the way to avoid this problem
would be to create a prompt by establishing a new data column [the
A/B/C/D column) in both the fishing effort and catch sections of the
form [Figure 5) so that the ABs would be recorded separately from the
fisher number.

6.2

Record effort and eatch data together
The A/B problem described above was especially pronounced for boats
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that had caught large numbers of fish. The problem occurred because
most of the fish were recorded separately on the full page catch data
sheet, with the result that most of these fish were not recorded with an
A/B; sometimes boat numbers were also confused. This problem
should be avoided in future by stressing the importance of keeping the

effort and catch data for

a particular boat on a single page.

Interviewers should be encouraged to start a new page for boat's with
large catches. The form would be changed by increasing the size of the
catch section at the bottom of the page (Figure 5J; the full page catch
data sheet would not be provided.

6.3

Extra columns for snapper, kahawai and the total catch

It would also have been useful if extra columns had been provided on

the right hand end of the fishing effort section of the questionnaire form
for recording the number of snapper, kahawai and the total number of
fish caught for each fisher. In effect, this would be providing a doubleup in recording the number of these fish caught between the effort and
catch sections. However, the reason for doing this would be that data
for these key species would have been stored in a flat file format which
would then have meant that the CPUE results could have been
calculated much more quickly [perhaps weekly) for these species.

6.4

Columns deleted
Extra columns would need to be provided in the fishing effort section of
the questionnaire form for the A/B separation column, the number of
snapper, kahawai and the total catch. These extra columns could be
provided by deleting the burley, fishfinder and number of lines columns
and making some of the other columns slightly smaller. The removal of
these columns would not be too much of an information loss because
firstly the results showed very little CPUE difference between fishers
who used and did not use burley / fishfinders, and most fishers only
used one fishing rod or handline. Secondly, the reason that these
columns were included was that it was considered that the use of these
devices would contribute to a higher CPUE and would be increasingly
used in the future, with the possibility that increasing the use of these
devices may confound real changes in CPUE in the future. As such, it
may not be necessary to gather this sort of information on €u1 annual
basis, but the data should be attained a 5-6 yearly intervals.

6.5

Measuring fish
Analysis of the fish length data showed that measurement errors may
have occurred because there seems to have been a tendency for fish
lengths to have been rounded to the nearest 5 cm length. It i:s likelythat this problem arose because the interviewers generally asked one of
the fisheis [to avoid getting the interviewers hands and data sheets
messy) to measure the fish under surpervision while the interviewer
recorded. The problem would have been especially likely to occur in
situations when there were a large number of fish caught by a fishing
party, such that the interviewer may not have closely observed the
fisher measuring the catch. This problem should be alleviated in future
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tl:e lengttr frequency graphs with

the rounding errors, and then stressing the importance to

tJle

interviewers of closely supervising the fishers while the fish are actually
being measured.
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Appendix

I - Introducing Yourself

The initial introduction is important and frequently can determine the
success of the interview. Interviewers were encouraged to introduce
themselves in the following manner.
"Hello, mA name is .... and I am a Research Assistant;for
MAF Fishenes. We are doing a recreationalfishing research
surueA. It is part oJ a scient!fic programme to monitor
recreational fishing. MAF Flshenes needs to know more
about recreationalfishing such as the mainfishing methods,
where people arefi.shing and the main species beirg caught.
Do gou mind lf I ask gou afew questions about gourfi.shing
todag?"

If it was not certain whether or not the fishers had been fishing that
day, then this question was first asked "Haue goubeenrtshing todag?".

In the boat ramp situation, the interviewers endeavoured to meet and
introduce themselves to the fishers as soon as the boat reached the
ramp and the fishers were coming ashore.
However, often the fisher who had gone to get the boat trailer

in the

carpark was missed. This person usually has an important role,
frequently being either the skipper, the boat owner or the person who
knows the most about fishing.

Therefore when this person returned, it was important for the
interviewer to introduce him/herself again, so that (s)he knew that a
research interview was being conducted.
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Appendix 2 - Compliance Information

Although the basis of the survey was for research purposes, it was
recognised that interviewers would be approached by fishers concerned
about illegal fishing [recreational or commercial) or trawlers/set netters
possibly fishing illegally.

The interviewers were supplied with MAF Fisheries office phone
numbers in Whangarei, Auckland and Tauranga. The after hour
contact phone numbers of the District Compliance Managers (DCMs)
were also provided, but with the proviso that the DCMs were only to be
contacted for very severe breaches of the fisheries regulations.
The information below was given to the interviewers to improve their
understanding and ability to respond to concerns and questions that
recreational fishers may have about fisheries enforcement.

It is important to be understanding and aware of the fisher's concerns.
At the start, do not say anything like "I am a Research Assistant and

am not concerned with fisheries enforcement". In essence, the best way
to deal with a person's concern is to encourage the fisher to phone the
nearest MAF Fisheries Office and report as many details as possible.
Fisheries Surveillance Officers can use the information to build up an
illegal fishing profile as the basis of a target operation on a particular
person/vessel.

Give a fishing rules pamphlet to anybody who has a query about the
recreational fishing regulations. Also, for any fisher who has kept
undersize fish, it is important to point out that this is illegal and to give
this person a pamphlet.

A common excuse that fishers use for keeping undersize fish, is that
the fish was gut hooked. A useful counter argument is that the fisher
should sacrifice the hook and cut the line, since it is likely that the
hook might be dissolved by acid in the fish's stomach.
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Appendix 3 - Intenriew Location Codes
AL
AM
AO
AR

Arkles Bay

BE
BB
BO
BY

Bethells Beach
Browns Bay
Bowentown
Bay of Islands

CN
CR

Cornwallis
Coromandel

DA

Dargaville

GL
GU

Glenbrook
Gulf Harbour

HB
HA
HG
HO

Hobson Bay
Half Moon Bay
Hamilton's Gap
Houhora

IG

Inner Gulf

KA
KR
KW
KP

Kawakawa Bay
Kerikeri
Kawhia
Kapiapia Rocks

LH

Little Huia

MA
MC
MG
MM
MN
MR
MS

Mangere Bridge
Mcleods Bay
Mangonui
Matata
Manu Bay
Maraetai

Algies Bay
Army Bay
Aotea

Manukau
Martins Bay
Muriwai
Manly

NM

N
New

NP

OH
OI
OK

Opononi
Okahu Bay

PA
PB
PH
PI
PN

Parua Bay
Papamoa Beach
Piha
Pilots Bay
Pauanui

RG
RW

Raglan
Rawene

SA
SB
ST
SU

Sandspit
Shelly Beach
Stanmore Bay
Sulphur Point

TA
TE
TH
TK
TN
TO
TU

Takapuna
Te Toro
Thornton's Beach
Te Kaha
Totara North
Toll bridge
Tutukaka

WA
WE
WG
WH
WK
WM
WN

Waiau Pa
Westhaven
Waitangi
Whangaroa
Whakatane
Whangamata
Wenderholm
Waikato Heads
Whatipu
Whitianga
Wanganui

WP

WT
WU
WY
Heads

Mile Beach

Ohope

Onerahi
Opotiki Beach
Opua

wo

ISouthJ

MT
MU
MY

ON
OP
OU

We5rmouth
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Appendix 4 - Survey Equipment
This checklist (partly for the survey co-ordinators benefit) was provided to
ensure that each interviewer had all the necessarJr equipment.

Measuring board
Data recording sheets [3 types)
MAF Fisheries shirt

Clipboard
Blue pens
Bulldog clips
Recreational fishing rules pamphlets

Tide tables
Moon tables
Species codes

Area code maps

Boat ramp codes
FREEPOST envelopes

Fish identification books [eg. Ayling and Cox, Paul)
Radios - useful for marine weather forecasts

Stapler - staple together data sheets for each interview period.
Sunglass es / Hat / Jumper

f
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Appendix 5 - Survey Form Examples
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Appendix 6 - Species Codes

ALB

Albacore tuna

BAR
BAS
BCO
EMA
MOK
BPE
BPF
BOA
BMA
BNS
BWH
BWS
SKJ

Barracouta
Bass

Blue cod
Blue mackerel
Blue moki
Butterfly perch
Banded wrasse
Boarfish
Blue maomao
Blue nose
Bronze whaler
Blue Shark
Bonito/ Skipjack tuna

CON Conger eel
CRA Red crayfish

EGR Eagle ray

EEL

Eel (freshwater)
EMA English mackerel

FLA Flounder/ Flatfish
GAR
SKI
RRC
SWE
GMU
GUR

Piper/ Garfish
Gemfish
Grandaddy hapuku
Grey maomao [sweep]
Grey mullet
Gurnard/ Red gurnard

KEL Hiwihiwi/ kelpfish
HHS Hammerhead shark
HAP Hapuku /Groper

JMA Jack mackerel
JDO John dory

KAH Kahawai

KEL

Kelpfish
Kingfish
KOH Koheru

KIN

LEA Leatherjacket

LFB Long-finnedboarfish
MAK Mako shark
MOK Moki
MOR Moray eel

OCT Octopus

PAR
PIG
GAR
PMA
POT
POR

Parore/ Black snapper
Pig fish/ Red pig fish
Piper
Pink maomao
Parrotfish
Porae

RMO Red moki
RMU Red mullet/ Goatfish
PIG Red pigfish
SPO Rig/ Spotted dogfish
ROC Rock cod
RRC Red scorpionfish
RSN Red /Golden snapper
SAN
SPF
SCH
SKA

SKJ
SNA
SPD
SPO
SPT
STA
STM
STR
SWE

Sandagers wrasse
Scarlet wrasse
School shark
Skate

Skipjack tuna/ Bonito
Snapper
Spiny dogfish
Spotted dogfish/ Rig
Spotty
Stargazer
Striped marlin
Stingray
Sweep

TAR Tarakihi
TRE Trevally
TRU Tt'umpeter
WSE Wrasse

YEL

Yellowtail

YFN

Yellow fin tuna

YEM Yellow eye mullet
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Appendix 8 - Fishing Location Codes

ASS =

ALD

=
AOT =
APR =

BgT =
BLA =
BLF =

Albatross Point [Kawhial
Alderman Islands
Aotea Harbour
Ahipara Bay

=
=

Bethells Beach
Black Rocks
The Bluff fNinety Mile Beach)
Bream Bay [includes Bream Head Islands)
Cape Brett

COR
CRY
CUV

=
=
=
=
=

Cavalli Islands
Cape Colville fincludes Channel Islands)
Coromandel Islands
Crayfish Point [RaglanJ
Cuvier Island

FIR
FIV

=
=

Firth of Thames
Five Mile Reef [off TaurangaJ

BRE
BRT
CAV
COL

GAN =
GEB =
GEN =
GRE =
GRV =
GKG =

Gannet Island [Kawhia)
Great Exhibition Bay
General
Great Barrier
Grenville Point (Houhora]
Glinkes Gully [Dargaville]

HAU
HEL
HEN
HIC
HKO
HK G
HKH
HOU
HWR

Haupoto [Te KahaJ
Helensville
Hen and Chicken Islands
Hicks Bay
Herekino Harbour
Hokianga (outside harbourJ
Hokianga Harbour
Houhora
Hawera

KAR

KAT
KAW

KER
KPN
KPP
KUA

KWH

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Little Barrier
Lottin Point

LIT
LOT

MAK
MAN
MAT

Karikare Peninsula
Katikati
Kawau fincludes Motuora Island)
Kerikeri
Kaipara North foutside harbourJ
Kapiapia Rock (Raglan)
Kuatotuna [Whitiangal
Kawhia Harbour

=
=
=

Matakana Island (Tauranga)
Manukau Heads to Puponga Point
Matata Beach fTaurangaJ
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MAY

MBF
MEB
MEI
MGN
MID
MII
MKP
MOK
MOR
MOT
MUR
MUN

NOI

NOR
NMB

NPL

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Muriwai
Muriwai North

=
=
=
=

N oises Group [includes northern Waiheke IslandJ
N orth
Beach
N
th
N ew

Oakura [Whangarei)
Ohiwa Harbour
Oakura fTaranaki)
Omaha Bay (LeighJ
Opunake [Taranaki)
Opotiki
Otakeho (Taranaki)

OAK
OHI
OKR
OMA
OPN

oPo
OTK

PAK
PAP
PAR

Mayor Island
Maunganui Bluff (DargavilleJ
Mercury Bay
Mercury Islands
Mangonui
Middle Hauraki Gulf
Motiti Islands
Marakopa Point [Kawhia)
Mokohinau Islands
Mokau River [Taranaki)
Motuihe Channel

Pakiri Beach
Papamoa Beach
Parengarenga Harbour
Piha
Poor Knights Islands
Papanui Point (Raglan)
Port Charles
Papakura Channel [ManukauJ

PUR

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

RAN
RAW
REI
RLN
RNU
RTN
RUN
RUS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Rangitoto Channel
Rawhiti Inlet
Cape Reinga
Raglan Harbour
Rangaunu Harbour
Ratana (Wanganui)
Cape Runaway
Russell

SHO

STF

=
=

Shoe Island
Santoft (Wanganui)

TAI

=

Taiharuru [Whangarei)

TAM
TAU

=
=

PIH
PKI

PNU
POR

PPK
PTE
PTO
PUK

TAK

Patea (Wanganui)
Pouto (Kaipara HarbourJ
Pukehina Beach
Purakina Channel [ManukauJ

Takau Bay [Bay of Islands)
Tamaki Strait (includes Tarakihi, Pakatoa Islands)
Taupo Bay

l99o/9r Recreational Fishing
TEK
TEP
TG P

TIR
TNG
TRA

TUT
WAI
WAK
WAR
WEI
WGA
WHA
WHI
WKU
WMM
WNG
WPP
WTR

ww

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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Te Kaha
Te Puna Inlet

Tongaporutu [Taranaki)
Tiri (includes Whangaparaoa Peninsula)
Tangimoana fWanganuiJ
Tirau Point
Tfrtukaka
Waitemata Harbour
Waiuku Channel (ManukauJ
Wairopa Channel (ManukauJ
Whangarei Harbour
Whangaroa Harbour
Whale Island
White Island
South of Manukau Harbour
Whangamata
Wanganui
Waipapakauri Beach (Kaitaia]
Waitara fTaranakiJ
Waverly Beach [Wanganui)

